
Homework  

Students will receive one piece of homework, from both of their Psychology teachers, each week. When 
homework is set teachers will give full and comprehensive instructions on Show My Homework explaining 
what the task involves, its purpose as well as how it will be assessed. 
 
We aim to use a variety of homework activities, the most common tasks include: 

• Wider watching, reading and listening tasks – These pieces of homework are designed to give 
students stimulating opportunities to apply their knowledge from each topic to real life people, 
concepts or phenomena. For example, why car accidents happen, cultural differences in child rearing 
and the psychology of evil. Students are given questions to answer and these are then discussed at the 
start of their next lesson. 

• Retrieval practice activities – These are low stake methods to help students review their knowledge 
throughout a topic; for example, Show My Homework multiple choice quizzes, spot the mistakes and 
fill in the gap worksheets. 

• Short exam questions – This homework is designed to provide students with an opportunity to 
develop their exam technique. Students are shown mark schemes for the questions as well as model 
answers in order to highlight how they can improve from their homework. 

• End of topic tests –The aim is to give students time to consolidate their understanding of lesson 
content. The creation of revision materials is one of the main focuses for students private study tasks 
so for homework students are encouraged to spend time processing their revision materials and 
testing themselves on the content. 

 
 
Sixth form private study tasks 

Students will receive a Psychology private study schedule for each topic they study. The private study tasks 
have been designed to complement the work covered in lessons and to help with revision. Each week 
there are different tasks that students are required to do in private study in addition to their homework. 
Students will record the tasks they have completed on their card and this will be monitored by their 
Psychology teacher and checked formally at the end of a topic. Private study tasks include: 

• Essay plans – On students’ private study cards there are a list of potential essays that coincide with 
the content taught in lessons. Students are expected to create plans for these essays in a manor they 
find effective, this may be done as an essay card, mind map, word document etc. The aim is to reduce 
their class notes down to make revision less overwhelming, by creating these materials they also 
develop a more thorough understanding of the course. Students are given structured guidance on 
their first few plans to develop their confidence in completing these independently. 

• Key term cards – There are some topics in Psychology, such as Research Methods, where assessment 
is more likely to take place through short questions. For these topics, students are encouraged to 
make key term cards, as this is a more effective method of revision. This could be done with the key 
terms on the front and definitions on the back or mind maps are a suitable alternative to this.  

• Stretch and challenge tasks – This is the optional part of the private study card it involves students 
completing wider watching, listening and reading tasks. These tasks include watching relevant TED 
tasks, listening to BBC4 ‘Mind Changers’ podcasts, reading relevant news articles and answering exam 
questions on PHHS live. All students are encouraged to challenge themselves further in Psychology by 
engaging with these tasks. 

 


